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Wear resistance is one of the most important performance indicators of filling pipelines, but
there are few studies on its quantitative test and life prediction. In this paper, an
experimental device and its application method for testing the wear resistance of the
pipeline are proposed, and the device is used to test the wear resistance of the self-
developed lining composite pipeline, the traditional 16 Mn steel pipeline and the ordinary
carbon structural steel pipeline. The results show that the wear resistance of the composite
lining material is 12.35 times of that of 16 Mn steel and 7.32 times of that of ordinary carbon
structural steel. The wear resistance mechanism is analyzed from the perspective of the
material composition of the composite liner, mainly because the composite liner material
uses fused alumina grain sand, silicon carbide and other extremely wear-resistant
materials with high hardness as aggregate, and the aggregates are spherical or nearly
spherical particles, with smooth surface and small friction resistance. Finally, through a
comparison engineering application of a certain iron ore concentrate transportation.
Compared with the traditional 16 Mn steel pipeline, the composite lined pipeline has
been used for more than 5 years without any problems, while the traditional 16 Mn steel
pipeline is worn through within 1 year. Engineering application shows that the composite
lined pipeline has good wear resistance, and it also confirms the reliability of the detection
method proposed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The technology of full tailings filling mining can use the surface tailings to the maximum extent
and is widely used in mines at home and abroad (Ghirian and Fall 2013; Wu et al., 2016; Wu
et al., 2018). Pipeline transportation is considered as the “throat” project of filling mining
technology, which plays a very important role in filling technology. However, in actual filling, it
often encounter that the filling pipe wears through, resulting in the construction of the drilled
hole having to be discarded in a shorter time (Mao et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2020). Therefore,
serious wear and short service life of the filling pipeline is one of the main problems faced by the
mine filling, causing serious economic losses and affecting production efficiency. There are two
main reasons for this phenomenon: one is that it is difficult to predict the wear resistance of the
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filling pipe before it is used; on the other hand, the wear
resistance of the pipe material itself is poor.

At present, much research has been carried out on pipeline
wear at home and abroad. A variety of wear-resistant pipes have
been researched in China (FU et al., 2017), including single
material pipes and composite pipes. Among them, surfacing
composite pipes (Deng et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016) and
bimetallic composite pipes (Li et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013;
Cao et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) have good comprehensive
performance and long service life, and are increasingly used in
domestic mines. For the research of pipeline wear, there are
mainly two methods: experimental analysis and numerical
simulation. The main methods of pipe wear test in China are
rotary motion test and loop pipe simulation test (Zou et al.,
2004). Rotary motion test is to put the test grinding block in the
slurry for circular motion, and its wear resistance is
characterized by the amount of metal loss of the grinding
block. Loop pipe simulation test is to test the pipeline wear
resistance by simulating the actual situation of pipeline
transportation. The above two methods have long test cycles,
less wear in a short time, and it is difficult to quickly define the
wear resistance of the pipeline. Numerical simulation is mainly
based on the theory of solid-liquid two-phase flow, through
CFD, FLUENT fluid mechanics and fluid dynamics module of
Ansys software, the discrete particle model (DPM) (Guo and
Zhang, 2015), Mixture mixed model (Wu et al., 2019) and dense
discrete phase model (DDPM) (Liu et al., 2015) on the
simulation analysis under different conditions of pipeline
wear. The wear of different parts of the pipeline, the
influence of different flow rate and particle size on the wear
of the pipeline can be obtained. The numerical simulation is
focusing more on the identification of the easy-wearing pipe
section, and there is less research on the wear resistance of the
pipeline itself.

According to the definition of the American Material Test,
foreign scholars have found that elastomermaterials can absorb the
elastic deformation caused by the wear medium and make their
plastic deformation small, but their use has certain limitations (Xie
et al., 2015). For many years, foreign countries have tested pipeline
wear by jet impact tester (SimonLi et al., 1981), Coriolis wear tester
(Chandel, 2010) and tank wear tester (Tsai et al., 1981), which are
used to evaluate the properties of pipe materials under different
conditions and discuss the dependence of wear on relative velocity,
impact angle and solid concentration (Rawat et al., 2017). Using the
ASTM G65-04 wear tester (Hewitt et al., 2009) for wear resistance
testing can quickly determine the on-site pipeline wear
performance.

In conclusion, foreign countries have established relevant
standards for pipeline wear resistance testing, but China’s
research in this field is relatively backward, leading to
engineering analogy for pipeline product selection and life
evaluation, with certain limitations and blindness. If the wear
resistance can be quantitatively evaluated before filling pipeline is
selected, it will reduce the risk of selection of mine pipeline, save
the cost of pipe and prolong the service life of borehole. To this
end, this paper proposes a rapid testing device for pipeline wear
performance, and compares the wear resistance of a self-

developed pipeline material with commonly used 16 Mn steel
and ordinary carbon steel. And through the iron ore concentrate
transportation pipeline with higher wear resistance requirements
for engineering verification, the wear resistance of the new
composite pipeline and the reliability of the wear resistance
test method were verified.

DEVICE AND METHOD

Experimental Device
For the measurement of the wear resistance of pipeline materials,
we have independently developed a wear resistance test device. The
main body of the device is composed of the base cabinet,
supporting table, protective cover, rotating iron disc, waterproof
gauze, waterproof gauze fixing device, fixed shaft, motor, pipe
material fixing bracket, pipe material, adding water pipe and
counterweight material, as shown in Figure 1. The base cabinet
is located at the bottom of the whole device, the supporting table is
fixed on the upper surface of the base cabinet, the protective cover
is fixed on the top of the supporting table, and the rotating iron disc
is placed inside the protective cover. Waterproof gauze is paved on
the surface of the rotating iron disc, waterproof gauze fixing device
is located on the surface of the side wall of the rotating iron disc, the
fixed shaft is fixed on the base cabinet, through the support table,
connected to the rotating iron disc, the motor is placed in the base
cabinet. The pipe material fixing bracket is fixed on the supporting
table wall, the pipe material is fixed on the side of the pipe material
fixing bracket, the water-adding pipe is located above the boundary
between the waterproof gauze and the pipe material, and the
counterweight material is above the pipe material.

The device is small in size and flexible in movement, and can
be tested in the laboratory or in the field. Abrasion resistance
testing can be performed on various pipelines before on-site
pipeline selection, which provides a basis for later on-site
pipeline selection and has strong practical value.

Testing Method
In this study, three pipeline materials were selected, including
commonly used 16 Mn steel materials, ordinary carbon structural
steel materials, and self-developed composite wear-resistant
materials. The performance of the self-developed wear-
resistant materials is shown in Table 1.

Firstly, the measured pipeline material is fixed in the middle of
the disk radius on the side of the pipeline material fixation bracket,
and is closely attached to the surface of the waterproof gauze. The
counterweight material is placed above the tested wear-resisting
pipeline material, and the rotating shaft speed is set at 1,000 r/min,
with a certain pressure. Turn on the motor, the waterproof gauze is
rotated by rotating the iron disc to wear down the lower surface of
the pipeline material.Wear the test material for 1 h, and smooth its
surface. At this time, the mass of the pipeline material after drying
ism0; Then wear the wear-resistantmaterial for 1 h, and themass of
the drying test material is m1, areas, and density ρ. Then the wear
thickness of the tested pipelinematerial is calculated as formula (1),
where the wear thickness h is the specific quantitative indicators of
pipeline wear resistance.
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h � (m0 −m1)/ρ
s

(1)

In the formula, h- wear thickness of pipeline material under
test, mm; m0- mass of dried material after 1 h wear of test
material, g; m1- mass of dried material after 2 h wear of test
material, g; ρ- density of test material, g/cm2; s- area of worn
surface of test material, cm2.

Using the above method, the wear thickness of the self-
developed wear-resistant material is h1, the wear thickness of
the 16Mn steel material is h2, and the wear thickness of the
ordinary carbon structural steel material is h3. The wear thickness
of the newwear-resistant pipe in this study is h1h2 times that of 16Mn
steel pipe and h1

h3
times that of ordinary carbon structural steel.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to ensure the reliability of the experiment, two tests are
performed on the new composite material wear-resistant
pipeline, and the average value is taken. The wear thickness

is compared with the wear of 16 Mn steel and ordinary carbon
structural steel materials. In order to ensure the comparability
of the test results, although the area of the tested materials is

FIGURE 1 | Front view (A) and top view (B) of the wear resistance test device for filled pipes (In the picture, 1- Base cabinet; 2- Support table; 3- Protective cover; 4-
Rotating iron disc; 5- Waterproof gauze; 6- Waterproof gauze fixing device; 7- Fixed shaft; 8- Motor; 9- Pipe material fixing bracket; 10- Pipe material; 11- Add water
pipe; 12- Counterweight material).

TABLE 1 | Performance indicators of self-developed wear-resistant materials.

Indicator name Compressive strength
(MPa)

Flexural strength
(MPa)

Crush strength
(MPa)

Apparent porosity
(%)

Bulk density
(m3)

Industry standard value >30.00 >10.00 >280.00 <16.00 >2.65
Actual measured value 37.38 13.73 291 11.79 3.1

TABLE 2 | Test results of wear resistance.

Material under test After 1 h
wear/g

After 2 h
wear/g

Wear
mass/g

Material
area/cm2

Weight pressure
during
test/kPa

Material density
g/cm3

Wear
thickness/mm

New wear-resistant
material ZX

1719 1715 4 119.13 5.54 3.10 0.1083
0.1314

New wear-resistant
material ZXZ

1826 1820 6 125.24 5.55 3.10 0.1545

16 Mn steel 345 315 30 23.16 5.59 7.98 1.6232
Ordinary carbon structural
steel

1808 1749 59 78.70 5.54 7.80 0.9612

FIGURE 2 | The comparison of wear thickness of different materials.
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different, the pressure of the counterweight remains basically
the same during the test. The test uses sandpaper model
BYZ62-P40. The test results are shown in Table 2, and the
comparison of wear thickness of different materials is shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen from Table 2 and Figure 2 that the
average value of the two wear thicknesses of the new wear-
resistant material is 0.1314 mm. The wear thicknesses of 16 Mn
steel and ordinary carbon structural steel are 1.6232 and
0.9612 mm, respectively. The wear thickness of 16 Mn steel
is 12.35 times that of wear-resistant lining materials, and the
wear thickness of ordinary carbon structural steel is 7.32 times
that of wear-resistant lining materials. It can be seen that the
wear resistance of the new wear-resistant pipeline lining
material is significantly better than that of 16 Mn steel and
ordinary carbon steel materials. Figure 3 shows the

comparison between a wear-resistant lining material and
16 Mn steel before and after the test. As can be seen from
Figure 3, under the same pressure and time wear conditions,
the wear degree of 16 Mn steel sample is more serious, and the
sample morphology changes significantly with that before
wear, while the sample morphology of the new wear-
resistant material shows little difference with that before wear.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the wear resistance of the new
wear-resistant materials is significantly better than that of 16 Mn
steel and ordinary carbon structural steel materials. For this
reason, it is necessary to analyze the wear resistance of the
new wear-resistant material. There are two main reasons why
the composite material has good wear resistance:

1) The main body material of the lining has high hardness. The
pipeline material uses corundum grain sand, silicon carbide
and other extremely wear-resistant materials as aggregates.
Corundum has aMohs hardness of 9, and silicon carbide has a
Mohs hardness of 9.5, second only to diamond, and both have
great hardness. As a comparison, the Mohs hardness of 16 Mn
steel and ordinary structural carbon steel aggregate is between
4 and 6, far less than that of corundum and silicon carbide. It
should be noted that the Mohs hardness represents a standard
of mineral hardness, which is defined as the use of a notch
method to scratch the surface of the tested mineral with a
pyramidal diamond needle and measure the depth of the
scratch. The depth of the scratch is the Mohs hardness. The
difference between it and the Protodyakonov coefficient is that
the Mohs hardness can only represent the order of hardness
from largest to smallest, not the degree of softness and
hardness, while the Protodyakonov coefficient represents
the degree of hardness of minerals.

2) The pipeline material has a smooth surface. As shown in
Figure 4, the selected aggregates are spherical or nearly
spherical particles to make the surface of the pipeline
material smooth. When the delivered material comes into
contact with it, the small friction coefficient can pass
smoothly, reducing the wear between the material and
the pipeline, and enhancing the wear resistance of the
pipeline.

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of before and after wear of pipe samples [(A):
new wear-resistant materials; (B): 16 Mn steel materials].

FIGURE 4 | Internal structure diagram of composite pipe.
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ENGINEERING APPLICATION
VERIFICATION

In order to quickly and clearly verify the wear of the pipeline, a
certain iron ore concentrate transportation pipeline is selected for
engineering verification. The iron ore originally uses traditional
16 Mn steel pipeline, which are severely worn and often need to
be shut down for repairs. The pipeline need to be replaced every
6 months to a year, as shown in Figure 5.

Since August 2014, one of the delivery pipelines was replaced
with a new composite wear-resistant pipeline, and the other

delivery pipeline still uses 16 Mn steel pipelines for
comparison, as shown in Figure 6. The new composite wear-
resistant pipeline has been used until now, and there have been no
problems such as pipeline wear through. Through the actual
engineering application of the new wear-resistant pipeline, its
wear resistance is verified, and the reliability of the pipeline wear
resistance test method used in the study is also verified. It should
be noted that the wear through of the traditional 16 Mn steel
pipeline mainly occurs in the elbow part (Figure 5). In the
application of this project, the elbow part of the new
composite wear-resistant pipeline has not been worn through
for more than 5 years. For mine filling, the severely worn parts of
the pipeline also mainly occur in the elbow part. Therefore, the
new wear-resistant pipeline has good engineering application
value in the field of mine filling.

CONCLUSION

1) In this paper, an experimental device and its applicationmethod
for testing the wear resistance of the pipeline are proposed. The
device can quickly and quantitatively obtain the wear resistance
of the pipeline through the wear of the pipeline material, and
then predict the service life of the pipeline.

2) This method is used to test the wear resistance of self-developed
pipeline lining composite materials, traditional 16Mn steel and
ordinary carbon structural steel. The results show that the wear
resistance of the new wear-resistant pipeline lining material is
significantly better than that of 16Mn steel and carbon
structural steel. The internal reasons for the good wear
resistance of the new lining material are analyzed from the
two aspects of aggregate composition and structure.

3) Through a comparison engineering application of a certain
iron ore concentrate transportation. The composite lined
pipeline has been used for more than 5 years without any
problems, while the traditional 16 Mn steel pipeline is worn
through within 1 year. The practical application has verified
the wear resistance of the composite lined pipeline and the
reliability of the proposed test method. Especially, the good
wear resistance in elbow part lays a good practical foundation
for mine filling application.

FIGURE 5 | The traditional 16 Mn steel pipeline was worn out and repaired in less than a year.

FIGURE 6 | Engineering application of new wear-resistant pipeline.
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